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GOING THE DISTANCE
“Nothing in this world can take the place of
persistence. Talent will not: nothing is more common
than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not;
unrewarded genius is almost a proverb. Education will
not: the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence
and determination alone are omnipotent.”
- Calvin Coolidge

R

Ĝ Ǉ   Ǉ ǈǈ ǈ ţ Ĝ
without delays, problems or hurdles. It is far more common,
 ĜǇ  ǇǇ

 ţ

 Ǉ ǈ  ǈǈǇǈY
And, the bigger one’s dreams, the tougher the challenge. The more ambitious
 ǈĜǇ ǈǈǈ ǈ ǈŦǈ ǈ 
  ǈǈǈY

What drives you?
1 ǈ ǈĜ   ǈ  Y1ǈ
ǈ Y1 ǈǈ ǈ Yİ ǈįǈ ǈǈ 
Ǉǈ Ĝ įǈ ń
3 ǈǈ 

ņ3ǈ ǈ ņ

Or, will you persist, struggle and work towards success?

Commitment and passion are key
0 Ǉ ǈ ǈţǈĜ  
some “rock star” quality, but because their leadership
ǈ ǇǇǈ   ǈ    ǈ
  Ǉǈ

Y.ǈ

important character trait for a successful life. It requires

7(!43 .%7
)6 4(%2!09 "!23
!RE YOU INTERESTED IN GETTING A PIECE OF THE NEWEST RAPIDLY GROWING CASH ONLY
TREATMENT INDUSTRY WORLDWIDE

determination, and working hard regardless of any odds
or obstacles that may exist. It means insisting and being
ŤǇǈ   Ǉǈ

  ǈ Y

Ǉǈ     ǈǈ ǈ

ǈ

would be like today if Frederick W. Smith, the founder of
FedEx decided to quit when his company was struggling due

)NSTEAD OF READING ABOUT OTHER MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS GROWING THEIR PRACTICES
BY OFFERING THE LATEST AND MOST TALKED ABOUT TREATMENTS TO THEIR EXISTING AND
NEW PATIENTS  #ALL 7,  ÊTODAY AND GET THE HIGHEST QUALITY AND
FASTEST TRAINING AVAILABLE

  ŊǈĜǈ ǈǇ ũĺǇǈǈ 
month? Imagine if Elon Musk, the Tesla and SpaceX king, let his
ideas die back in 2008, when both companies were young, and the
ĻĹĹł  Ǉǈǈǈ ǈǈǈǈǈǈ Y
( Ǉ ǈǈǇ

ǈ  ǈ Ǉ ǈ$

!2% 9/5 2%!$9 &/2 ! "%44%2 !.$ -/2% 02/&)4!",% 02!#4)#%
>ViÀÊ,iÃÃÊUÊ``VÌÊ,iVÛiÀÞ
ÀVÊ Ãi>ÃiÊUÊÌ}}ÊUÊ6Ê/ iÀ>«Þ

#ALL   
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almost closed down his companies. But because of his
tenacity and persistence, now both tech giants are doing
  ǈǈĜ $į ǈ Y

Succeeding against all odds
1 Ǉ Ĝ    
 ǈ    
it to work.
    Ĝ   ǇťĜ
 ǈǇ  ǇǈĜ  Ǉ  ǈǇY
I am proud of my heritage, my ethnicity, gender, and
I acknowledge and respect my physique, and disability.
      ǇĜǇǇ
happy, and what makes me tick.
The ability to substantiate abundance and light, and
ǈ  ǈǈĜ  ǈ [$į 
from cancer shaped me to be who I am today. I embraced
it, learned from it and use it as a turning point to guide
my journey.
3 Ǉǈǈ  Ĝ 
 ǈĜ  Ǉ 
determined to complete your task.


ǇǇǈĜǈ [ǁǇ

 ĜǇǈ  [ǁ Ǉ 

Ǉ ǇYǇ   2Y0Y   
Ǉ

ǈ Ǉǈ  ǈ    ň



ǈ Ǉǈ ǇYǈ
ǈ   [ǈǇǈǈY
ĺŀŀŁĜ"ţ+ Ĝ   %Ǉ Ĝ ǈ
ǈŤĜĳ!ǈ ǈǈ 
ǈ  ǈY1 ǈ   ǈǇĜ
 ǈ  ǈ ǈį ǈ  Ĝ
it’s not an experiment.”

Use your weak moments to fuel you
ǈ Ĝ

 ǈ

 

Ǉ ǈǈ Yǈǈ  ǈ 
 ǇǇ Ǉ ǈťǇ    
Ǉ ǈǈ Y%ǇǈĜ ǈǇ Ǉ
Ǉ ǇY1 Ĝ
ǈ ǈǇ ǇǇǈ ǈ

ǈǁĜ

that marked new milestones in my life.
+ǈ ǈǈ ŉ ǈ  Ǉ ŉ
was one of the stumbling blocks. My father’s diagnosis
ǈǇǈ  [ ǈ ǈ  
persecuted because of my faith, the way I dressed, my

“

When you have a mission

gender, my uniqueness as a young woman in medical


[ǈ Ǉ ǈǈ 

Ǉ ǈǈǈY  ǈǇ
medical from Egypt training as a pediatrics resident,
ǇǈǇ  ǈ ǈǈǈ
country, whilst supporting my two sons and my spouse
  ǈŤ ǈǈ ǇǇǈǈ Y

Persistence – the only choice

greater than yourself, you are

.ǈǇǈ Ĝ Ĝ ǁǈǇǇ 

strengthened internally, and you

*ǈǈ Ǉ ǈǈǇǇǈǈ Y  ǈǇ

feel even more determined to
complete your task.
– Dr Dalal Akoury

choice. What kept me going was my unyielding faith in
  ǈ  

Ĝ   

ǈ 

but to keep going to reach my destination. I continuously
see, feel, and smell my assignment. This mission, to
help, to heal, and to spread the message that health is
ǈ  ǈ ĜǈǇ ǈǈŤǇY
ǈǈ 

Ĝ Ǉ ǈY

MIND & BODY
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OF A RECOVERED EMPATH

Are you in the business of holding a safe space for
others’ expression and pain? Then you need to read this!
HealPreneur Editor Diane Smith discusses the topic of empathy, empaths and highly-sensitive
people with Psychotherapist and Breathworker Viola Edward. Viola draws inspiration from her
work as a mentor, as well as her personal experiences, to offer insights on how empaths can
safely use this character trait in their lives and occupations.

I

į   įǇǇ Y 

and thinking of the children in the camps, wondering if

ǈ  ǈ   ǁ 

they will see any real change in their lifetime. As I stood

Ǉ

people’s stories, some of triumph and others of

  ǇY1ǈ  Ǉ

 ǁ 

there, I felt that if someone doesn’t hold me NOW I will
fall apart. Like a mirror that has been hit by a rock then

Ǉ ǈ ǈY%Ǉ Ť Ǉǈǈ

cracks and shatters into pieces. I returned home with a



  Ť   

Ǉǈǈį    Ǉǈ

ǈ Ĝ   ǈ ǈ ţǈ 

Ĝ

Ĝ

Ĝ Ĝ

work, work, push, push, push… and ultimately burned
    Y Ǉ ǈǈ 

accurately represent them through my writing.

months, partly due to a parasite I caught on that trip, but
There are instances where a situation I am writing about

   Ǉ ǈ ţǈ Ĝ  

would carry a tremendous drain on my being that it

people’s stories had on me.

  ǈťǈ ǈǈY%ǁǈǈǈ0ǈ
Ǉ ǈ  ǈĻĹĺł ǈǈǈ

&ǁǈǇŤ Ǉ

  ǈ ǇĜǈǈǈ

pour out of me, and through the keyboard of my

“

Ĝ

ǈǈ  

and all hope for their future, I remember standing at the

 

ǈ

been for the person I’m writing about, and sometimes

ǈǈ   ǈ Ǉ Ǉ

Ĝǈǈ   ǈǈǈ Ǉ

remembering and drawing inspiration from similar
experiences in my life. I stay up late at night, thinking
of the person’s story, praying to be able to go back to

sleep. Sometimes I wish I could go back to writing about

crisis at the time had taken a toll on them: teeth turned

fashion, mini skirts and the latest celebrity-endorsed

brown and dark circles under their eyes from too much

perfume. I learned early on in my life to stay away from

Ǉ ǈĜ ţ ǈ ǈǈY

any substance abuse so, when such nights rear their ugly
 Ĝ Ǉ

ǈǈİ ǈ įǈ 

3 ǈǈ*Y*%  .Ǉ

As an empath myself, even

wine or a sleeping pill.

ūĂäĢHġƈúĂőĆĢúūĆőĂŉĩġäĩĢä͖

+   ǈ    ǈǈ ǈ 

I can just imagine how doctors, healers, therapists and

I understand why that person

ǇǇ Ĝ   ǈ   ǈ Ǉ

others in the business of healing must feel. This altruism

takes a toll on their psychological and physical health,

in a taxing profession inspired this article and discussion

 Ǉ ǈǈ  ǈǇ

with Viola Edward, who helps healers, in the business

is doing what they are doing or

of authors, doctors and healers, I cannot but admire the
courage of these healers to pursue such a noble mission.

 ǈ ǈY%ǈǈ  Ǉ Ǉ 

 ǈ  ǈ    

Ĝ 

reacting this way.

and journalists at a newspaper I used to work for became

ǇY  ǈǇ   Ǉ ǈ

a shocking experience as I noticed that the stress they

  ǇĜ  

– Viola Edward

were experiencing due to reporting on the economic

their empathy as an asset rather than a weakness.

 ǈĜ  

There is a common characteristic
that empaths have: when they start to

So, what is an empath?

say no and set boundaries, they do it

“First of all, empathy is what we all need in order to
ǈ  ǈ ǈ ǈĜ ǈ 
relationship, to be able to work with a partner, with
employees, to help others as healers, to be able to lead an
ǈǈ   ǈ   ĜĲ,ǈ 

 

towards the wrong people.
– Viola Edward
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psychotherapy, their progress is more stable because they
are with somebody who is holding the space for them,
ǈ ǈ  Ĝ ǈǈǈǇ  
ǈǈǇĜǈ ǈ 
while the psychotherapist and client are working together

 ǈYĳ%Ǉ  ǈǈ  ǈ

on understanding the microtrauma or macrotrauma that

normal and emotional state of another person. They feel

has caused the empath to be like this.”

   ǈ ǈ Ĝ ǈį
  ǈ ǇYĲ

Viola describes how empaths can be guided through
 Ĝǈ  ǈ Ĝ  ǈ

How do empaths act and react?

ǈ  Ĝ 

ĳ! ǇĜǇ ǈ   Ŏǈ

 ǈ ǈǇĜ

   Ǉǈ ǈ  

 ŏǇ Ĝ ǈĜǈǈǈ Ĝ ŎǇ ŏ
   ǈ     Y1ǈ ǇǈǇ

ABOUT VIOLA EDWARD
,ǈ 

 ǈ1.  ǈ 

Breathwork Lead Trainer. She is an Author and the

wrong people. She also talks about not waiting until

Founder of Feminine Capital Forum. Viola is one of

circumstances are dire and intolerable before seeking help.

   #%5%-%ǈ + Ĝ

surface in a dysfunctional way,” Viola says. “As an

 ǈ  $ǈ*)ǈY

Ǉ ǇĜįǇŤǈǈ Ǉ Ĝ

“What usually happens is that empaths are going around

understand why that person is doing what they are doing

like ambulances, helping so many people and they think

or reacting this way.”

they don’t need help, or they don’t go to therapy because

Viola goes on to describe that empathy has been

and we need to deal with them with our own therapist so

Ǉǈ 

we don’t accumulate our own stories without dealing with

  ǈǈ  ňǈǈĜ

ǈ ǁ   ǈ

ǈǈ   

they feel it is self-indulgent. Then, when they crash and
 Ĝ   Ĝ ǈ

Ǉ  ǈĜĲ she suggests.

bigger fracture and a lot more work to be done. Then,

Ǉǈ    Y0 ǈ

Physical exercise, healthy eating, enough sleep, and

Ǉ ǈŤ ǈ  ǈ ǇǈǇ 

ǇǇ  

space between sessions or seeing patients is also very

resources to deal with the issue so they will stop therapy.”

  ǈ  

 Ĝ  Ĝ   Ǉ ǈ

important.

ǈ į ǈY1   ǈǈ[

+

ǈ ǈ  ǈ  ǈǇĜ

problem is that sometimes they are late in reacting when

“Take time for yourself, even if you only have 15

Ǉ ǈ    

 Ǉ   ǈ

minutes. Some people like to go out in nature,

the signs’ on time. They will be able to set boundaries

 ǈY

ǈ  ǈ  İ 

others like to go to the gym or for a walk around the

on time to the person needed. This is important for

Some empaths fall into the trap of abusing medication or

consultation area. You need to nurture yourself and

ǈ ǈǈǈǈ ǈǇǈĜ

ň ǈǈ  Ǉ Ǉ ǈ

do whatever is important to you, according to your

businesses, society and to be healthy role models for the

ǈǈY

personality.”

future generation.

How can empaths protect themselves?

How should they set boundaries?

“They will be able to expand and help so many people,

As a psychotherapist who is also empathetic, Viola trains

“Empaths need to learn to set boundaries on time.

mentors, Breathworkers and counselors. One thing she

Boundaries need to be set on time and to the person that

ǁǇǈĳ    Ĝǈ



ǈǈ  ǈǇ ǈ 
important for this world,” Viola concludes.

they need to be set toward. Because what usually happens

Ĝ ǈ Ǉ ǈ     

is that the empath reacts in a dysfunctional way. For

This topic of empathy and the wellbeing of the

client’s pain but also far enough to remember that it’s

ǈĜǈǈǈ ǈ  Ĝ

Ǉ ǈ  ǈ ǈǇ

their pain and not ours.”

need to set boundaries towards that colleague, and not

profession. *Y*%  Ǉ .

hold it in and allow them to continue pushing the limit,

  ǈ ǈǇ ţ   

and then go home and react towards my spouse.

this matter in future editions. Dr. Dalal Akoury who

,ǈ   

ǈ ǈ ǈ

others, whether as doctors, psychologists or therapists,
Ǉ ǈǈ ǈǇY

 ǈ


  ǈǈ0./1Ĝ$-*Ĝ +&*5 
ĳ1ǈ ǇǇ ǈǈǇ Z

ǈ  ǈ Ĝǈ ǈţ

when they start to say no and set boundaries, they do it

of stress on wellbeing and arm healers with winning

“All of us working in the world of psychotherapy, we are

towards the wrong people and maybe clumsily.

ǈ      

Ǉ   ǈ   ǇǈĜ

When an empath goes through the process of

Ǉ  ǈǈY Ŷ

ABOUT DR DALAL
Dr Dalal Akoury, MD, is the founder of
%3%/ Ǉ   ǈ  ǈ
%  $ ǈǈǈY0ǈ  ň
ǈŤ ǈǈňǈǈ  ǈ
medicine, and has accumulated more than twenty
years of experience in emergency medicine
and pediatrics. Dr Akoury has a master’s degree
ǈ  ǈ   ǈ ǈ
pediatric hematology/oncology and preformed
ǈǇǈ ţ Ǉ ǈY
This lifetime of experience, along with a unique
ǈǈǈĜǈ Ǉ ǈ Ĝ  ǈǈ
ǈ  ǈ ǈǈ Ĝ
prepared “Dr Dolly” to be in this place at this
ǈǇY%   ǈ ǇĜ%3%/ Ǉ 
 32Ĝ*% ĳ$Ǉǈǈ ǈ 
ǈǈ    ǈǈ Ĝ
and to allow this sparkle of wellness to shine
  įĜ  Ǉǈ ǈ
ǈĜ ǈǈ
ĜǇǈ Ĝ  ǈǈYĲ

“
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THE DANGERS OF

Patients who wish to adopt the

UNSKILLFULLY USING
EXPOSED

ketogenic diet should seek the

Keto diet

help of their doctor or a
nutritionist to ensure that their
ĢŖőŅĆőĆĩĢÁěĢääàŉÁŅäŉÁőĆŉƈäà͕

0EXIP][IƅZIFIIRLIEVMRKEPSXEFSYXXLIOIXSKIRMGHMIXERHMXWFIRIƼXW
for weight loss, as well as treatments for a number of health conditions.
However, is it for everyone? Dr Dalal Akoury, who recommends keto for
XLIXVIEXQIRXSJGIVXEMRX]TIWSJGERGIVHMWGYWWIWXLIFIRIƼXWERH[EVRW
against using it without the guidance of a health and nutrition professional.

F

– Dr Dalal Akoury

olks are so desperate for a miracle to help them

fats instead, which results in a build-up of acids called

feel better that they almost always immediately

ketones. The ketogenic diet only allows about 5%-10%

ǈǈ

İǈŤį ǈ 

  Ǉǈ

ǇÎ ǈǈǈįǈ

of calories to come from carbohydrates, which would

 Ĝ   ĺľňľĹǇ 

  š ǈY1ǈǈĜǇ Ĝ

   [

in other words, only a slice of bread to a bagel per day.

the public needs to seek trusted resources. A reliable
source that people can turn to for help and guidance

What does ketogenesis do for you?

Ǉ ǈ   ǈǈ  ǈ 

A keto diet low in carbohydrates forces the body to

ǈ Y1ǈ Ĝ

ǈ   

Ǉ    ǈ ǈ
 ǇǇ  Z ǈŌ İ įō ǈY



 ǈǈ     

energy instead of glucose. Ketosis prompts your body
ǈ ǈǇ

ǈ   



 

beyond a regular diet.

What is the Ketogenic Diet?
Although it is rising in popularity, the ketogenic diet

The keto diet and cancer: rationale and mechanism

ǈ  ǈǈǈ Yǈ ǈ 

 ǇĜŤ ǈ    

ǈǈ Ǉ

  ǈǈ   Ō%1.ō   

 Ť 

 ǈ

ĺŀĻĹY  ǈ    Ĝǈ

oxygen. If oxygen is not present, lactic acid is produced.

recently been gaining new popularity as TV, media and

On the other hand, cancer cells require increased glucose

great marketing has helped launch it onto the scene in

Ǉ

a bigger way. The ketogenic diet is a high-fat, adequate-

toward lactic acid production despite the presence of

 ǈ  ň

  ǈYǈ ǈǇǈ

ǈǇ Ǉ    ǇĜǈǇ 

oxygen. The ketogenic diet is proposed as a potential

  ǈ ǈ ǈ  ǈǈ 

 ǈ

children with epilepsy because it decreases the amount

and normal cells.

 ǈţ 

ǈY
When a cancer patient implements a ketogenic diet, it
This diet puts the body into a state of ketosis. Ketosis is a

  

metabolic process that occurs when the body does not get

decline in the amount of carbohydrates consumed.

enough glucose for energy. The body then burns stored

3 

   ǈ
  Ĝǈǈǈ

MIND & BODY
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secreted. When glucose metabolism is limited, energy

So, what should cancer patients who are considering the

0#

Ǉ  ǈǇǈ ǈ  ǇY!Ǉ

keto diet know? While there’s the potential that the keto

ĻĹĹļĜǇ" 

results in the production of ketone bodies and

diet could help some cancer patients, it can also harm

Ǉ

β ň    ǈĜǈ  

others. Depending on your type of cancer or cancer

ǈǇ   

 

treatment, your body may not be able to break down

symptoms. Since then, around 30 studies, following

these pathways because cancer cells only rely on glucose.

proteins and fats. Though a ketogenic diet may be an



. ǈǇ

ţǈ

$%* ǈǈǇǈ  Ǉ 

ǈǇ

ǈ Y( ǈŦǈ
ǈǇ   Ǉǈ ǈ 

rather than glucose to fuel energy production.

ǈǈ Ǉ  Ĝǈ

ǈ  ǈ ǈ  

ǈŤ ǈ  

%ǈǈ 

 ǈ ǈťǈ

 ǈǇĽĹĹǈ   Ĝǈ ǈ 

traditional regimens but tends to be easier to follow and

Y.ǈ ǈ 

is better accepted.

The keto diet and cancer: what patients should know

should seek the help of their doctor or a nutritionist to

- ǈ

ǈǈǈ  ǈŤ Y1

Ĝ  Ǉ

Ǉţ $Ǉ)Ǉŋ#$)Ō

may be detrimental to some other types such as kidney
 ǈ ǈ

has shown a link between the keto diet and slowed growth

Ǉ  

of some types of tumors. A few studies in humans with

minerals or other micronutrient supplements, depending

ǈ   ǈǇ     ǇǈY

on their health needs.

Ǉǈ ǈǈǈǇǈĜ
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Some key aspects of the original USA MAD
protocol:
• Carbohydrate intake is restricted to 10g per day for
ǈ  ĻĹ    [
Ŝ!

  [

Ŝ. ǈǈ  [
• Vitamin and mineral supplements are necessary.

0 (ǆǇ 0ǈǆŋ(0Ō
In 2002, the team at Massachusetts General Hospital
 ǈ Ǉ

ǈŤ ǈǇǈǁ 

emphasis towards glucose control rather than simply
targeting ketosis. Studies in children and young adults
ǈ ǈǈǇǈ ţǈ  
ketogenic diet with better compliance.

Key aspects of the LGIT protocol:
Ŝ(

 ǈǈǈ  ĽĹňĿĹ[

Ŝ!

  [

Ŝ- ǇǇ    ǈ [

“

The ketogenic diet can cause
headaches, fatigue or lack of
äĢäŅúű͖ƉŖʹěĆėäŉűġłőĩġŉ͖
muscle weakness or pains, brain

• Vitamin and mineral supplements are necessary.

ùĩú͖ġĩĩàĆĢäŉŉ͖ƉÁŅäŖłĩùÁÚĢä

'Ǉ Ǉ Ǉŋ'")Ō

ÁĢàĆĢƉÁġġÁőĆĩĢĩĢőĂäùÁÚä͕

1ǈ ǈ ǈŌ(#*ōǈ   ǈ
technique that is primarily used by bodybuilders. This diet

– Dr Dalal Akoury

 ǈǈ   ǈ ǈ ǈǈ  
ļňľ Ĝǈǈǈ  ŌĺňĻ ōY

Dangers of unskillfully using
Keto Diet

ǈŤ ǈňǈ 

The ketogenic diet can cause headaches, fatigue or

cancer. Furthermore, too many ketones can lead to

 ĜťňǈǇ  ǇĜǇ

dehydration and alter the chemical balance of your

 ǈĜ ǈ ĜǇ

ǈĜť   





Y/ǇǇ Ĝǈ ǈ Ǉ  

ǈťǇǇǈ  Y( Ǉǈ

ketogenic diet, it is absolutely necessary to seek the

of red meat, bacon and other processed meats

 ǈ  

increases your cancer risk. The ketogenic diet allows

 ǈǈ   ǈŤ Y Ŷ

  š ǈǈ ǈ 

MEDICAL INSIGHTS
19

PEPTIDES

Anti-aging, gut healing,
tissue repair and immune function
Peptides are an emerging and growing field that promises hope for many disorders.
Despite progress in pharmacological modalities, the treatments for many diseases
are still suboptimal, inconvenient, traumatic, and costly. Dr Tamer Akoury, integrative
medicine specialist, discusses the many benefits of utilizing peptides as part of one’s
treatment for healthy aging, healthy gut, tissue repair and proper immune function.

P

eptides are an exciting area of medicine used

Categories of peptides

for anti-aging, immune function, gut healing

There are three categories of peptides: anti-aging

and tissue repair, and their role in health has

growth hormone-enhancing peptides, immune system-

 ǈ ǈĺŀĻĹYĺŀĻĺĜǈǈ

enhancing peptides and tissue repair peptides.

ŤǇň  ǈ ǈ ǈŤ Y& ǈĜ
 



ǈňǈ Ǉ Ĝ 

ǈ

 ǈǈ  ǈ    ǈǈY%Ǉ 
of data has been gathered on peptides since the 1920s
 ǈ ǈŤ  ŁĜĹĹĹ
 ǈ ǈ

 ǈŤ  Ǉ Ĝ

 ǇǈĜǈ  ǇY
This is an interesting time in the history of medicine.
3ǈ ǇǈĜǈŤ 
all big pharma companies are presently looking at
ǈǈǇ ǈǈ   ǈ  Ť  ǈ 

HOW PEPTIDES IMPROVE HEALTH
Healthy Aging
Aging leads to reduced production of human growth
 Ǉ Ō)ōY) ǈţ Ĝ
immune cells and mitochondrial function. The acceleration
ǈǈ  ǈĜǈǇ  Ǉ 
the extracellular matrix, are essential for healthy aging.
)ňǈ  ǈ ǈǇ ǈ ǈǈ
and the ability for your body to experience wellness and
healthy aging.

the current healthcare crisis.

Why peptides?
. ǈ  ǈǈ      
ǈǇ  ǈĜ 

ǈ     

healthy status you want to be at. The use of peptides
is safer and much less toxic because the body
 ǈǇ į  ǈ 
body. So, it is exciting to see where this is
 ǈY5  ǈǈǈ
   ǈǈń

/ǇǇ Ĝǈ ǈǈǈ  ǈ ǈ
the right sequence, combination, and time.
• Growth hormonǈ Ǉ Ō)/ōň
helps to increase the pulse of brain release.
Ŝ Ǉ ǈŌ ǈ  ǈ ō )/.ĻĜ
 )/.ĿŌǈōY
Ŝ-ǈňǈǇ

ǈǈǇ  

and help sleep.

 ǈ
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of cells. The good news is that there are currently
peptides that can enhance your body’s ability to produce
physiological pulsing amounts of growth hormone
release, hence you produce your own growth hormone

The use of peptides is safer and

which restores mitochondrial dysfunction. Healthy

much less toxic because the body

ǈY/

recognizes them and they’re
not foreign to the body. So, it is

Ǉǈ   ǈǈǇ    ǈǈ  




Ǉǈ   ǈ

  ǈǈ   Ō%1.ō 

   ǈ  ǈ Ĝ  
Ǉ  ǈ  ǈY

exciting to see where this is going.

Abuse of MK-0677

You can experience healthy living

   

and gorgeous aging again!

emotional disturbances, as it can destroy the receptors in

– Dr Tamer Akoury
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$#ňĹĿŁŁǈ

 )/.  ǈ Ĝ
 ǈ  ǈǈǁY3

$#ňĹĿŁŁ 

 Ĝ 

ǈ 

 ǈţ   ǈY
This is why it is crucial that you work with a physician
that understands the use of these peptides.

Tissue healing and repair
Thymosin Beta-4 (Tβ Ľōǈ  ǈ ǈǈ ǈ
healing and repair. It is important in cell motility and
plays an important role in how collagen aligns.
  ǈťǇǇǈ Ĝ  ǈǇǇ
system dysfunction. The importance of tissue repair is
not only about accelerating tissue healing, but also about
ǈǇ  ǈǇǈ Y
1Ǉ ǈ

į ǈţ Ĝ 

ǈǈǇǈǈ  Ǉ ǈţ Ĝ
ǈ ǈ 

 Y 

ǈǈ ǈ ǈťǇ Ĝ ň ǈ
the homeostasis in cells as they heal.
Tβ Ľǈ  ǈ ǈǈǈ 
the right type of collagen and healing occur with the
correct alignment of collagen.

too long, they can develop anxiety

Gut healing – body protective complex
ŋ*-'ŇĹĽŀŌ
When we talk about the gut, the body-protecting
 Ǉ Ō+.(ōĜǈǇ

ňǈ  ǈ Ĝ

Y1ǈ  ǈ  ǈǈ    

(  ǆ ǈǇ  Ǉ ŋ(.-
ǈ (.Ō

restore gastric mucosa and stop the epithelial breakdown

As we begin to age, as early as our late 20s to early 30s,



we start to lose our ability to produce growth hormones.

leaky gut syndrome.



“

When athletes use MK-0677 for

 ţ    Ǉ ǈǈ ǈ Ō..ōĜ   
Y+.(  ǈǇǇǇ 

Hence, as our natural growth hormone production
decreases, we experience mitochondrial and immune

%ǈǈ ǇĜ   ť

system dysfunction, which results in the deterioration

 Ǉ ǈťǇǇǈ Y+.(ǈ

 ǈ

and emotional disturbances, as it
can destroy the receptors in the
ÙŅÁĆĢőĂÁőĂÁŪäÁĢäƅäÚőĩĢĂĩū
they deal with stress.
– Dr Tamer Akoury

 ǈ    ǈ Ǉ ǈťǇǇǈ Y
For example, let’s say you get a gut injury while already
+.(Y5 ǈťǇǇ   ǈ ǈǈŤ
 Y5 ǈ   
5 

ǈ ǈ 

 Y

 Y

Experienced, well-trained physicians in peptides may


  ǈ +.(ňĺľŁY+.(ňĺľŁǈǈ

peptide that is produced to enhance the healing process.
It is used for GI healing and upregulates growth hormone
   Y   ǈ ţ..
and, in most cases, aids in rapid response time for pain
ǈťǇǇǈ Y

Immunity, autoimmunity and tissue healing/
repair peptides
Thymosin alpha-1 (Tα ĺōĜ  6 ǈƵ
which is the most common brand og this drug, is
best for autoimmunity and tissue healing. It regulates
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ǈťǇǇ 

  ǈǇǇ

. ǈ      Ĝ  

response.

them to perform at the highest function.

/ ǈǈǇǇǈš ǈǇǇǈĜǈǈ  

The state of research and clinical data

ǈǇ

A large amount of research indicates that biologics such

  ǈ   ǈǈǇǇ

humanistic during an exponentially

systems. Tα 1 helps restore the balance between the

as stem cells, exosomes and peptides are the future of

ǈťǇǇ  ǈǇǇ

medicine. Oncology is currently breaking huge ground in

Y/ ǈ

health is a must when addressing immunity. It is essential
 



 

research on the future and potential of peptides.

 ǈ ǈY

ǈ ǈ  Ǉǈ   ǈǈ Y)/

&ļĹĹ
%

 ǈŤ ǈ  ǈ Y

 ǈǈ  ǈ ǇǇ  

 )/. ǈ ǈ ǈǈǈ 

.0Y3   ǈ ǇĜ   ǈ

ǈǇ  ǈǇǈ   ǈǈ Y

 

 ǈ  

- evolving machine learning era, to
łŅĩŪĆàäĂäÁěĆĢúŉłäÚĆƈÚőĩłÁőĆäĢőŉ͖
and to bring hope to those patients
who have stopped believing in

Physicians with peptide experience
%ǈǇǇǇǈ   ǈĜ ǈǇǇ

“

My mission is to keep care

medicine as a system.
– Dr Tamer Akoury

ǈǈY5 Ĝ

 ĜŤ   ǈ      ǈĜ 


ǈ ǈ   ǈǈŤ

ǈǇ  ǇĜ  ǈǈǈ 

 

 Y. ǈ  ǈǈ   Y

ǈ ǈ  Ǉ Ǉ  ǈ ňǈ 
ǈǈŉ Ǉ   į

ǈŉ 

will get the result you’re looking for faster. Ŷ

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr. Tamer Akoury MD is an entrepreneur,
   20%!Ǉǈǈ 


   Ǉň  ǈ ǈǇ ǈ

protocols and approaches. He is an emergency
Ǉ ǈǈ ǈǈ ǈǈǈǈǈ
 ǈǈǈňǈǇ ǈǈY
His passion for peptide medicine and biologics
ǈ   ǈǇ ǈ

 

fostered his proteomics lab cancer research.
ǈ ǈǈ  Ĝ
automation and platforms into medical
practice, patient care and management. His
ǈ  ǈ 



ǈ 

ǈǈǇ  ǈ  Ǉ ǈǇĜ
 Ǉǈ

  Ǉ ǈY
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MAGIC AND MEDICINE
PART

In the previous issue, Dr Sean Devlin discussed the history, mythology and ancient medicinal
use of mistletoe, as well as its healing powers for various types of cancer. In this second
article, he explains further how various mistletoe regimens, in conjunction with other
treatments, can help treat cancer and the minimal side-effect symptoms to look out for.

M

echanisms of action for mistletoe extracts

        Ǉ 

Mistletoe extracts (or Viscum album Extracts,

ţ ,ǈǇ ǇŌ,ō 

,% ō ǈ Ǉǈ ǈĜǈ  ǈĜ

cells and tumors. These extracts represent a form of
phytopolychemotherapy, acting as agents which can elicit

oligosaccharides and polysaccharides.

apoptosis in some cancer cell lines and tumors.
Lectins are a type of protein which can bind to cell
membranes. They are sugar-binding and become the

$ǈ ǈ ǈ ǈ  ǈǈǈY1

“glyco” portion of glycoconjugates on the membranes.

Ǉǈ ǈŌ$ōǈ ǈ 

1 ţ Ǉ  ǈ  ǈ

ǇŌ%ǈō ǈŌ+ǈōY
cytotoxicity is caused by inhibiting protein synthesis on

ǈťň ňǈǈ Y

ǈ

 ǇY

Viscotoxins and anti-cancer therapy
Viscotoxins are small proteins and a type of plant thionin
ǈ  ǇǇǈ Y1 ǈ ǈ 

Apoptosis and angiogenesis
1ǇǈǇ ǈǈňǇ ǈǈ
,% $ Ǉ  ǈ 

number of cell types, including cancer cells.

 ǈŌǈ

ǈ ǈǇǈǇ  ǈǈ ōĜ
,ǈ  ǈ%ĻŌ,%ĻōĜ+Ō,+ō %ļŌ,%ļōǇ 

anti-angiogenesis and immunomodulation. Apoptosis is

Ǉ   ǈ  ǈǈ  Ǉǈ ǈ

a form of cell death in which a programmed sequence of

Ǉǈ ň ǈ Ǉ ǈǈ ǈǈň Y

  ǈǇǈǈ  ǈ ǈ

% ǈ  Ǉǈ  Ǉǈ ň

harmful substances into the surrounding area. It plays

ǈ ňǈǇǈǈĜ ǈţ Ǉ

ǈ ǈ 

 ǈǈǈǈ   ǈ

of the body by eliminating old cells, cancer cells, and

  

tumor cells. VA2 and VA3 are more potent in the in
ǈ Ǉ

ǈǈ 

unhealthy cells.

Ĝ ǈǇǈ 

 ǈǇǇ Ŧǈ Ǉ Y$ǈ 
 ǈǈ ǈ

ǈ Ǉǈǈǈ

ǈǈ  ǈǈ Ǉ



%ǈ ǈǈ   ǈ 




 Ǉ ňǈǈY Malignant neoplasms
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need adequate blood supply and nutrients to sustain

immune defenses against tumors. Current models

their growth. Tumor angiogenesis enables a tumor

propose that they, in contrast to their sister T and B

mass to expand and spread, and plays an essential role

Ǉ  Ĝ

in tumor progression and metastasis.

rather are “self-centered” by detecting changes in self-
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  ǈ ǈǈĜ 

molecules displayed at the surface of autologous cells.

Immunomodulation and natural
killer cell activity
ǇǇ Ǉ

ǈ ǈťǈ  

ĵ

immune system caused by compounds (natural or
ǈōĜǈ Ǉ   ǈǈ
ǈťǈǈ 

ǈǈ Y

Peptides and antibody-dependent
cellular cytotoxicity
. ǈ  ǇǇǈ  ǈǇǈ

ň

    ǈǈŌ%*((ōY3ǈ
Ĝ-#  ǈŤǈ  
certain Fc receptors which are expressed on their cell

$ǈ ǈ ǈ ǈŤ Ǉǈ

Y-#  ǈŤ! ǈ ǈ

ǈ Ǉ

glycoproteins which can connect to the Fc portion

ǈǈǇǇǇ

ǈ  ǈ ǈ

  ǈţǈǇǇ Ǉ
1ǈǇǇ Ǉ

 ǈǈY

 ǇǈǇ  

ǈǇǇ 

ǈĜǇǈǈǈǈǈ

ǈǈ-#Y&ǈ  !  

 ǈ ǈǈǈŌ-#ōǈǈY

by antibodies bound to target cells, NK cells are able to

NK cells are lymphocytes in the innate immune system

lyse target cells without priming, and secrete cytokines

which monitor cell surfaces of autologous cells for an

ǈǈ ǇǇ ǈ  ǈǈǇǇY

aberrant expression of MHC class I molecules and cell

1ǈ%*(( Ǉ ǈǈǈ ǈǇ

ǇY0ǈǈŤ ǈ ǈ Ǉ 
ĽĹ Ĝ-# ǈǇ ǈ ǈ

ǈ   ǈǈ  ǈŤ
antigens.

Mistletoe as an adjuvant
$ǈ    ţ
 Ĝǈǈ 1-!ňα and IL-12, which is
Ǉ ǈ ǈ(*ĺĽY*ǈǈǈ  1-!ňα


    ǁ  

ǈǈ ǈ

ǈ  ǈǈ Y, ǈ  ǈŤǇ  
ǈǈǈ 

Ǉǈ ǈǈ   

ǈ  

IgG1 and IgG3-mistletoe antibodies.
ǈǈ ǈǈ Ĝǈ
 ǈǈ ňǇţǈ  
ǈǇǈ  ǈ ǇǇ 1ǈǇǈ
Ǉ ǈǈǈ ǈǇ  ǈňǈǈ 1ň


 Ǉǈ ňǈǇǇǈǈ Ĝ

ǈǈǈ ǈǇǈ1ĺ

Y1ǈǈǁ

repeated administration of the VaL extract.
1 Ō1ōǈ+ǈǈ ǈĜ
including making antibodies. Antibodies stick to
antigens on the surface of germs, stopping them in
their tracks and creating clumps which alert the body to
  ǈ Y. 
   ǈ

ň  ǈ Y( ǈ

produced by these Th subsets play a critical role in

ǈǇǇ ǈţǈǈ Ĝţ   ǇǇǈǇ
  ǈǈţ 

YǇ ǈ

&ǈǈ Ĝ+  Ǉ Ǉ 


Ǉ  

ǈ   ǈ

ǈ

can lead to poor response to infections and cancers or

 Ǉ   Y/ + ǈ

 

and indirectly suppress Th1 and CD8+ cytolytic T cell

Ǉ  ǈǇǇ ǈ 

 ǈǈťǇǇǈ ǈ  Ǉ 


responses.

ǇY
A recent study showed that priming the immune system

B cells’ positive and negative roles

ǈ

B cells can play an important role in modulating the

increase response rates. In the TONIC trial, it was noted

immune response to cancer, consistent with being the

that a short-term induction, or priming, with radiation

  Ǉ   Ǉ ňǈŤǈǇ  Y

or chemotherapy can modulate an anti-cancer immune

1ǈǈ ǈǇ  





Ǉ 

ǈ  Ǉ ňǈǈ

ǈĜ  Ǉ ǈ

tumor killing by NK cells, phagocytosis by macrophages,
and the priming of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells.

ǈǈǈ ǈ ǈǈň.*ĺ

Ĝǈǈǈ ǈǈ ǈň.*ĺY%

single dose of radiation can induce immunogenic cell
Ĝ  Ǉ1ňǈ    Ǉ ǈ
presentation.
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For Helixor® products, these are the current
recommendations:
On the other side of the coin lies my hypothesis, based
upon treating patients with mistletoe extract. It appears

ǈ Ż%Ō,%  ǇŤō  ǈǈ

we may be able to prime the immune system directly,

autoimmune disease and/or allergies and those in poor

  Ǉ  Y ǈ

physical condition, with brain cancer, head and neck

using mistletoe along with chemotherapy, hyperthermia
  ǈǈ  ǈǁ  ǈ 
Ǉ  ǈ  ǈň.*ĺ .*ňĺĜ 
  1ĺǈǇǇ

  ţǈ

as possible when those checkpoint inhibitors are
introduced.

Mistletoe Protocols
The following mistletoe regimens are ones I am familiar
with from prior and current clinical practices.
Iscador® is a fermented aqueous extract of European (or
ǈň ōǇǈ Ō,ǈǇ ǇYōYǈ 
by a special mechanical process of anthroposophical
Ǉǈ ǈŦY1 ǈţ
doses and types of Iscador®, depending on the host tree,
 ǈ 

ǈǈ ǇY

Iscador® is generally administered subcutaneously two

“

cancer, prostate cancer or lung cancer.

Mistletoe represents a unique
őĂäŅÁłäŖőĆÚġĩàÁěĆőűÁŉĆőĩƅäŅŉ
ŖłàĆŅäÚőÚűőĩőĩŰĆÚäƅäÚőŉĩĢ
cancer cells, as well as induced
immune responses to cancer cells
along with immune cell priming.
- Dr Sean Devli

to three times a week. For information concerning the
 ǈŤ ǈǇĜ    ǈǈ
studies, clinicians currently using these protocols and/or

ǈ Ż.Ō,%  Ǉ ǈō  ǈǈ

research center using mistletoe extracts in clinical trials.

 ǇĜǈŌǈYYǇ ǇōĜĜ

ǈ ŻǇǈ    ǇŤŌ%ōĜ ǈ

testicular cancer, breast cancer and lymphoma.

Ō.ō 

Ō$ōY
ǈ Ż$Ō,%  Ǉ

ō  ǈǈ

Helixor® is a composition of purely aqueous fresh plant

   

  ǈ

extracts from the white-berry mistletoe. It is produced

condition.

ǈ ǈǇǈť Ǉ

 

  

Helixor® and without using fermentation. This is the


 ǈ

 ǈ  Ǉǈǈǈ Y

Symptoms associated with the use of mistletoe
.ǈǇ ǈǇ  Ǉ ǈ ǈ
infusions of mistletoe and subcutaneous injections of

Expectations with IV infusions for patients range from

mistletoe. .ǈǈ     

 ǈ ţ ĜǈĜ

potential of an allergic reaction and anaphylaxis.

 

malaise. All these symptoms are more likely to occur as
  ǈǇ ǈǇ Y

%ǁǈ     ǈ ǈ

Ĝ,Ǉǈ  ǈ   

mistletoe thousands of times, I personally

dosing can be increased on a gradual basis and

 ǈ 

  Y1  Ǉǈ ǈǈ   

witnessed only one allergic reaction

type of cancer a patient has, their general health status

ǈǈ ǈ

  ǈǈǇY

histamine blockers and steroids.
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“

is encouraged to take a multipronged approach
 Ǉ ǈ ǈōĜ



I advise that patients create a

  Ǉ  ǈ ǈ 

care team which allows for the

ǈ ǈĜ ǈ ō

ǈ ǈǈǈ  

to disease stability and partial



Ǉǈǈ Y!  ǈǈǈ

ǈ  Y ǈǈĜǈ 

symptom control (i.e. reduction

breadth and depth of the clinical
professional’s experiences to yield a
highly-personalized and proactive
patient care plan. It is my opinion

multi-modality treatments,


    

Some stand-out patient responses for me include an
 ǈ Ǉǈ Ǉ  ǈ

Ǉǈ , ,ǈǇǈ( 
  ǈ

 ǈY0

ǈǇ

  Ĝǈ

disease stability, partial response

complete elimination of ascites and tumor burden

and complete response, including

reduction of 30 percent.

ǈǇ  Ǉǈǈ 
life. Of clinical importance, based on

Mistletoe use in conjunction with other therapies

that it takes a village to treat a

Ǉ

In conclusion, mistletoe represents a unique therapeutic

villager.

ǈ ǈ  

– Dr. Sean Delvin

 Ǉ  ǇĜǇ  ǁ ǈ ǈǈĜ

along with immune cell priming. Based on my years of

partial response and, in some rare cases, complete

 ǈ ǈ ǈǈĜ

remission occurred.

would say that mistletoe extract should be considered for

ǈ Ĝǈ ǈ 

Ǉ  Ǉ ĜǇǈ Ǉ 
Y1Ǉ  Ǉǈ

Ǉ

ǈǈ ţ  ǈ  ǈţ 

cells, as well as induced immune responses to cancer cells

the majority of cancer patients and should be used within
Anaphylaxis, which is rarely reported in the literature,

 Ǉ   ǈǈ Ĝǈ0' ,

appears to be due to an IgE-mediated reaction to

administration with appropriate dose escalation. Intra-

ǈ  ǈǈ,% Y

tumoral or peri-tumoral injections should be considered
in appropriate cases where the tumor can be easily

With subcutaneous injections, we look for local tissue

accessed and the clinician is trained and experienced with

reactions like redness and itching to see if the immune

such injections.

Ǉǈ
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 ǈY0 Ǉǈǈǈ

the placement of subcutaneous injections around

Mistletoe therapy should be done in conjunction with

 ŤǈǇ   Ǉ  Ǉ ǈň

 ǈǈ  ǈǈ

tumoral injections with mixed responses. Some of those

genomic testing of the patient and their tumor, surgery,



radiation, hyperthermia, chemotherapy, fractionated

 Ĝ ǈ 

chemotherapy, targeted therapy, immunotherapy,

and tumor regression.

 Ǉ  Ĝ  ǈŤǈ     Ĝ
With infusional therapy, we look for more systemic

dietary recommendations like intermittent fasting and

Ǉ  ǇĜǈ ǈĜ

 ǈ ǈĜ  ţň Ǉ ǈǈ ŌYY ň

ĜǇǈĜ

 Ĝ ǈǈĜĜǈĜ ǈY

- Ĝ$ ǇǈĜ* ǈĜYōĜ 
mushroom extracts and AHCC, supplemental products

*ǈ ĺĻĜǇ ǈ

  ǈǇ

   Ǉ ǈ   ǈǈ

emotional practices.

ǈŤǈ Ĝ ǈ ǈǈ 

.ǈǈ 
$ ǈǈYǈ

 ňǈŤ !Ǉǈ

 ǈǈ ǈ Ǉ
 ňǈŤ  

fellowship - trained in Anti-Aging and
/ǈǇ ǈǈ  ǈ ň
ǈ ǈǈ(1 ǈY
**ǈ  ǈǈǈ ǈ 
ǈ ǈ ǈǈ Ǉ

  ǈ ǈǇǈ 
 Ĝ Ť  Ǉǈţǈ 

for the breadth and depth of the clinical professional’s

tolerated as mistletoe extracts and I continue to use them

 ǈ ǈ ǈň  ǈ    ǈ
ǈ YǈǇ

including cancer, chronic infectious diseases
and metabolic disorders.
**ǈ  $ ǈ
Biochemistry and has pursued doctoral
 ǈǈ.Ǉ  ǈǇ ǈ 
ǈ   ǈ

ǈY

  ǈǈǈ&  
 ǈ$ ǈǈ  
 ǈǈŤ .1*ǈ Ĝ
ǈǈ % ǈ  

ǈ 

 

.1*!  ǈ Y 
ǈ ǈ  ǈǈ

to help prime and support patients’ immune systems.

regularly in my patient-care programs.  ǈ 

*0*ǈǈ

    Ǉ  ǈĜ

 ǈ 

ǈ    ǈ ǈĜ ǈ ǈǈ

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ǈǈ ǈǈ

myriad of responses to treatment. In patients who strictly

 ǈY( ǇǇǈǈ    ǈ 

used mistletoe alone (these patients were  

collaboration are key. Ŷ

physicians and researchers internationally in
ţ      ǈ
ǇY**ǈ 
 ǈǈ ǈ&  
groups around the country as a consultant.
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Conquering cancer

Catie went on a special detox diet and spent time with

AND KEEPING HER FERTILITY

Dr Akoury discussing which treatment plan would suit

Just days before her 27th birthday, Catie, a jovial and vibrant young woman, was
diagnosed with a rare form of ovarian cancer. The future looked bleak when doctors
suggested she would need to undergo an intensive course of chemotherapy, and may
never be able to have children. However, meeting Dr Dalal Akoury, a specialist in
integrative cancer treatments, changed everything. Catie discovered there was a way
to treat her cancer successfully without damaging her body in the process.

met with.

C

ǈŤ ǈ  Ǉǈ

ǈ



ǈ  Y5 į


Ǉǈ Y(ǈ 
į

random.”
%ǁ ǈ ǈĜ(ǈ ǈ    ǈţ
ǈǈ  Ǉ   ǈĜ   
chemotherapy was the only treatment option. Doctors
ǈǇǈ ǈ 

ǈǇĜ 

ťǈ Ǉ ǈ    ǈ ǈǈ ǈ  ǈ  ǈţY
   ǇǇǈ YĲ
2ǈŤ Ĝ(ǈĜ  "ǈǇĜ  
Doctors reassured Catie that her symptoms were due

 ǈ   ǈ

ǈ Y

  Ǉǈ ţ ǈ   ŤǈǇǈǈ
years, and that they would ease as her body regulated

(ǈĵ  ǈ  *Y*% Ĝ. ǈǈ

ǈY/ ǈǇ  ǇĜ (ǈ

&  ǈ  ǈǈǈǈǈǈ 

ǈŤ ĻĿňň  Y

holistic care in cancer treatments. The biggest hurdle was,
*% įǈǈ   Ǉ(ǈį

It was only when Catie was admitted to the hospital,

home in North Carolina. Despite the distance, Catie’s

 ǈǈǇ ǈĜ

family encouraged her to take a trip to see what

ǈ     

 Ť
ǇY

*%    ţY

Searching for answers

A holistic treatment

ĳ1   Ĝ   

Initially skeptical, Catie decided to trial treatment with

 Ǉ ǈĜĲ(ǈ ǈYĳ Ĝ 

Dr Akoury for just two weeks. shockingly, her opinion

 

 Ǉ  ǈ  ǈ

soon changed. “I quickly came to learn that this is more

and they found out it was malignant. That’s when



 ǈ  Ǉǈ    ǈŉ

“It’s a family.”

 Ǉ

  Ǉ

 

 Ǉ  ǈţ   YĲ

it was a food allergy, so I went through periods of cutting

 Yĳ%

Ĝ  ǈǈĜĲ

the ability or time to care for their patients that way. And

ǈǇ Ĝ ǈ

Ǉ   ǈǈǈ ǈ 

ǈ Ǉǈ Ĝ

(ǈ ǈYĳ1ǈǇĜţ Ĝ ŉ  

ǈǈ ǈ  ǈ  ǁĿľY

+ǈǇ Ĝ Ǉ  Ǉ 

approach compared with the traditional doctors she had

it’s not just your medicine or your pills that you’re

ĻĿYĳǈ  Ǉ 

ǈţǈ  Ǉ ǈYĲ

ǈǇǇ ǈ ǈ  ǈţ *% į

“A good way to describe Dr Akoury’s method is that

  ǈŤ ǇǈĜ

  Ǉ ǈĜĲ(ǈǇǇ Yĳ%Ť 

 ǈŤ ǈĜǇ ǈ Ĝ  ǈǈ Y(ǈ

 į ŦĜĲ(ǈ *% įǈǈY

“

They diagnosed
me with two
types of ovarian
cancer–
endometrial
and clear cell.
– Catie King
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Hope for the future

“Dr Akoury said the complete opposite to the other

Targeting cancer cells

Not only was Dr Akoury’s treatment plan personally-

doctors. She said - you are not going back on birth

In fact, diet is a key part of Dr Akoury’s method which

ǈ    ǈǈĜǈ ǈǈ

  Ĝ  į  ǈ   

 Ǉ ǈ 

 

these cells. We’re going to just target your cancer cells,

techniques to ensure that only the cancer cells are

ǈ (ǈ   ţ Y1ǈǈ



 Ǉ  ǈ 

and your other cells are going to be doing great.”

targeted, and the healthy cells are protected.

 ǈŤ Y1 ǈǈ 

/Ǉ Ĝ*%  ţ ǈ ǈǈǈ

ĳ1ǈǇ ǈŤĜ 

chemotherapy is not targeted in this way, so it damages

treatment at around a third of the price of the traditional

ǈǇ  ǈ ǈĜ  ǈǇ 

ǈ    ǁǇ

chemotherapy. Ĝ(ǈįǈ 

 ǈǈǇǈǈY1  ǈ

ǈǈ ţY

  ǈǇY

chemo and I would eat more sugary foods to bring my

Ǉ  

 Ǉ  ǈ





 ĜĲ(ǈ ǈ Ǉ

ĳ  ǇǇ Y%ǈ

process. “As soon as I got those sugar foods in my system,

on birth control, and that there was a high risk she

ǈ  Ǉ    Ĝ ǈ

ĜǈǇ ǈ Ǉ

     ǈ ǁ ǈǈ 

 ǈǇ    ĜĲ(ǈY

Ĝ  

ǇY Ĝ*%   

ĳį ǇǇ  ǈǈǈ  

  ǈǇ Y1ǈǈ Ǉ  

that her healthy cells would be protected.

 ǈǈ Ǉ

“This was so important to me because Jim and I wanted

Catie’s family set up a GoFundMe page, and with the

    ǈ ĜĲ ǈ(ǈYĳ3  

 

  Ǉ ǈ Ǉ  

Ĝ ǈǈ ǈYĲ

 ǇǈĜǈ Ĝ Ĝ

Catie was fortunate enough to fundraise the full amount
ǈ   

  ǈ ǈǈ

  Ǉ ǇYĲ
2ǈǈǇ

Ĝ(ǈǈ Ǉ
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Dr Akoury’s method is that it’s
not just about your medicine
or pills that you’re prescribed.
You’re looking at your mind, body
ÁĢàŉłĆŅĆő͕ĂÁőőÁėäŉőĆġä͖äƅĩŅő͖
love… not many doctors have the



Ǉ  ŉ   ĺľňĻĹƣ 
  ǈ   ǈǈ ǇY+

 ǈ    Ǉ Y

   ǇY3ǈǈ 

"    ǈ  ţ  ǈ

support, Catie began her journey of healing with Dr

 ǈǈǈ  Ǉǈǈ ţZ

through chemo.”

Akoury.

“I was able to keep my hair, I was able to keep my health,

ǈĜ   ţǈ ǈ 

ability or time to care for their
patients that way.
– Catie King

Commiting to the process
! Ǉ Ĝ(ǈǈǈǈǇ 

“

“I quickly came to
learn that this is
more than just a
àĩÚőĩŅŉĩƆÚä͖Ćőŉ
a family!”
- Catie King

ǈǈǇY$ǈ Ǉ ǇĜ(ǈ
had to stay focused and committed to the treatment plan
because it encompassed all aspects of her life.
“If something is quick and easy, it’s probably not the
ǈ 

ǈǈĜĲ(ǈťYĳ%   

traditional chemo is easy, or traditional medicine is,
it’s just that when you’re looking at all aspects of your
ǇǈǈǇ ţ Y3ǈň ǈ
Ĝǈǈ  Ǉ   ň į
not necessarily the best way forward.”
Catie describes how Dr Akoury would prescribe things
for her to do outside of the clinic, such as exercising,
consciously breathing, walking by the beach and keeping
to a special diet.
ĳ%  Ǉ ǈ 

ǈǈ

 ǈ        
when you’re not in the clinic you’re still going through
treatment,” she explains.
Catie and her husband Jim on their farm
 (ǈǈ  ǈ ǈY
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  Ǉ ǇĜ ǈ į  ǈ
because we were targeting just my cancer cells and not all

Dr Akoury is a very special doctor.

of the cells in my body.”
Ĝ(ǈ ǈ į Ǉǈ 

She truly develops a relationship with

Yĳ ǈ Ĝ ǈ  Y
There were certain days that I had certain IVs that were
ǈǇǇ

37

36

“

   ǇĜǇ  ĜǇŤ
ǈǈǈĜǈ   

SPOTLIGHT

her patients – a full heart investment.

ǈĜǈǈ Ǉ

I’m very thankful for that.

would wake up and feel great in the morning. And I was
ǈĜ ǈńĲ

- Catie King

Emotional and spiritual support
+ǈ Ǉ   Ǉǈǈǈ 
hard, despite the fact they took turns in coming to

ĳ*% ǈ ǈ

ǈǈ0 ( ǈ ǁ  Y



Fortunately, Catie became close friends with many of

 ĜĲ(ǈYĳ0

ǈ ǈ ǈ ǈŉ

ǈǇYįǇ Y%   ĜįǇ

“

the other patients, and Dr Akoury played a key role in

thankful for my parents my family, my husband, and all

personally supporting her throughout her treatment.

the people who donated and sent cards.”

As a Christian, Catie also found strength and hope in her
faith during this challenging time. She was encouraged to

I was able to keep my hair, I was

Ť *%  Ǉ   ǈ  

able to keep my health, I was able

“It wasn’t just a spiritual journey for me and my family,

to keep my energy, my taste buds,

clinic,” Catie shares. “We all got really close as we spent

ġűƈĢúäŅŉäĢŉĆőĆŪĆőű͖ÁěěőĂäőĂĆĢúŉ

ǇY Ťǈ  ǈǈ

also encourage her in her spiritual journey.
but it was a spiritual journey as a community in the
time with each other, and as we were going through
I was there.”

that a lot of people lose as they go
through chemo treatment, I didn’t

Educating and inspiring others

have to deal with because we were

out the good news that the treatment had been successful

targeting just my cancer cells and

%ǁ Ǉ ǈ*% įǇ Ĝ(ǈ  
 ń
Catie and her mom Lesley Green
į   Ĝ (ǈǈǈǈǈ

not all of the cells in my body.

to the full and looking forward to the future with her
  Yĳ3

- Catie King

 Ĝ ǈ Ĝǈ ĜĲ(ǈ

ǇǈYĳ1į Ǉǈ  į 
ǈ ǈǈ ǈ    ǈ
treatment.”
Now, when Catie talks about her experience it is in
Ǉǈ
1&(%11.ǈǇǇǈ  
(ǈĵǇ%3%/ Ǉ Y

ǈǈǇĜ ǈ ǈ

her story to educate and inspire others.
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“

There’s so much more to health than just
what is going on in your body, and there are
other ways to treat illness besides just popping a pill and taking a prescription. We want
to blast that message out there so that we can
all have a much healthier future.
– Catie King

ĳ  Ǉ Ǉ   

 

strengthened my relationships with my husband, my
parents, and with God if I hadn’t gone through this.
When I went back home I was able to tell my story and
help others going through similar things.”
(ǈįǇ Ĝǈ)Ĝ ǈ 
experience as a blessing. She can see the good that has
 Ǉ  ǈĜ   ǈ ǈ 
illnesses are being encouraged by Catie’s success story
ǈ*%  ǈǇZĳ3  
calls on a weekly basis telling us “I heard about your
daughter, tell me the story because we are going through
456ǈ 

į  

YĲ

Catie and her family are passionate about getting the
Ǉ  Ǉ

ǈ ţǈ

ǈǇǈ  ǈ ǈY1
  ǈ Ǉ

ǈ ǈ  ǈ

ǁǈǇǈ  Ǉ   ǈY%(ǈį
  ĜǈǇ 
Ǉ ţǈĜ ǇǈǈĜ ǈǈ 
options.
“We hope that Catie’s generation will really get the
message that it’s so important to look at health from the
 ǈǈĜǇǈ Ĝ 

  ǈĜĲǈYĳ1į

so much more to health than just what is going on in your
body, and there are other ways to treat illness besides just
popping a pill and taking a prescription. We want to blast
Ǉ  Ǉ
healthier future.” Ŷ
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VANILLA ICE
ICE
VANILLA
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SPOTLIGHT
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THE MAN
THE
MAN behind
behind the
the
name
name
Interview byby
Veronica
Sosa
Interview
Veronica
Sosa

Almost everyone growing up in the ’90s can attest to bobbing their heads along to
ƈ-GI-GI&EF]ƉXLIƼVWXIZIVLMTLSTWMRKPIXSKSRYQFIVSRISRXLI&MPPFSEVH
(I quadruple checked this fact and it was even the answer to a New York times crossword
puzzle question). Everyone knows Vanilla Ice the rapper, but who really knows the man
behind the name?

T
T

he American rapper, actor
and television
host  
%Ǉǈ
Ĝ
 ǈǈ

And your
happy
forfor
youyou
to do
that?
And
yourparents
parentswere
were
happy
to do
that?

Vanilla Ice was born inǈ&
October 1967ĺŀĿŁ/
as Robert
,ǈ

They didn’t
know, but
had to ask foran
allowance,
1
ǈ į
ĜI never

 Ĝ



Matthew Van
Winkle.
As a teenager
he practiced
Matthew
Van
Winkle.
As a teenager
he practiced
breakdancing, which
led toled
his to
friends
calling calling
breakdancing,
which
his friends

because I earned
my own
my friends
got
their got their
because
I earned
my while
own all
while
all my
friends
parents
to give
them $5 a week, which was a lot in the ǈ

ǈǇũľĜǈ

him Vanilla,
as he
of the group
him
Vanilla,
aswas
he the
wasonly
themember
only member
of who
the group who

‘80s. For me
it was a way to make my
own moneyǇ
from  Ǉ
İłĹY!
Ǉǈ
ǇǇ

was white.
The
Ice part
of his of
name
later,
fromlater,
one from one
was
white.
The
Ice part
hiscame
name
came

my hobby.
I would
battlebattle
with other
dancers
my
hobby.
I would
withbreak
other
breakand
dancers and

ofǈ
his breakdance
moves, “The
Ice”.
 Ǉ
Ĝĳ1ĲY

rappers,
and we
would have
competitions.

Ĝ
 
Ǉ ǈǈ Y

Now a asuccessful
businessman,
as well as awell
celebrity,
Now
successful
businessman,
as a celebrity,

How did
How
didyou
youget
getinto
intoconstruction?
construction?

Vanilla IceIce
went
through
some dark
times,
including
Vanilla
went
through
some
dark
times, including

In 1990,
with
thethe
success
of of “Ice
“Ice Ice
Baby”
“To the
In
1990,
with
success
Ice
Baby” and
and “To
the

periods
drug use
and it was during
time,
ǈ of
 heavy


ǈthisǈǈǈǇĜ

Extreme” , everything suddenly
skyrocketed 
when I 
Extreme”Ĝǈ

he acquired
most
of his
In 1994In
he 1994
attempted
he
acquired
most
oftattoos.
his tattoos.
he attempted

160 million records.
of  
sold
 over
 ĺĿĹǇǈǈ
So,I bought
Y0 Ĝa bunch


ǈǈ ǈ ǈ 

houses
as an investment. Then I started to learn about

ǈǇY1
 



real estate. That was the beginning
and I’ve beenį
doing
Y1
ǈǈ

ǈ

Y%ǁ ǈǈ Ĝ

came
the
conclusion
wastotime
to his
change
his lifestyle.
came totothe
conclusion
it wasittime
change
lifestyle.

this for
2525
years
now.now.
I don’tI only
doonly
the construction
this
for
years
don’t
do the construction
In
addition
to businesses,
his businesses,
music
and TV persona,
In addition
to his
music and
TV persona,

but also
design.
design
school
and got
a got a
but
alsothe
the
design. II went
wenttoto
design
school
and

Ice
wasa professional
a professional
motocross
racer
Ice was
motocross
racer and
later and later

degree 1818years
agoago
in interior
design.design.
I got my IGeneral
degree
years
in interior
got my General

became
the
world’s
No. 6-ranked
jet ski racer.
became the
world’s
No. 6-ranked
sit-downsit-down
jet ski racer.

Contractor license
23 years
ago, so,ago,
I do so,
construction
and
Contractor
license
23 years
I do construction
and

How did
forfor
so so
many
How
didyou
youdevelop
developaapassion
passion
many
businesses?
businesses?

when I’m
rapping.
when
I’m
rapping.ǈǈť Ĝ 

I guess it started from
competitive
from when
ǈ
myǇǇ
Ǉ drive
ǈǈ
ǈ Ǉ
motocross
as a kid
II raced
raced
motocross
as a kid.. Ť   Ǉ  

design.
For me
it’s like an art, I have the same passion as ǈ 
ǈY!
ǇǈįǈĜǇ
my signature
on the
through
the design
the and the
my
signature
on homes
the homes
through
theand
design
 ǈ Y5  Ťǈǈ ǈǇ ǇY

to hustle
and
make
somesome
money.
gogo
to to
thethe
mallmall
to
hustle
and
make
money. II would
would

Tell us
TVTV
series.
Tell
usabout
aboutyour
your
series.

and start
break
dancing,
putting
a tip jaraout
front
and
and
start
break
dancing,
putting
tipinjar
out
in front and

I expect
the unexpected,
I never
planned my
life. I found



Ĝ

ǇǈY  

people would
throw
money
in it. in it. II was
I had
learned
people
would
throw
money
was1414and
and
I had
learned 
a passion
alongǈ
the way which I never expected and
now   
ǈ 
a way to make
some money
something
I loved.

Ǉ
ǇǇfrom

Ǉ Ǉǈ
 Y

it’s developing,
so from
construction
and design,
ǈį
 ǈĜ
theǇ
ǈ
I  ǈĜ

Ǉ 1, Ĝĳ1,ǈ. ĲĜǈ
started in 2010 and is now on season 8. I get to show
the world the latest and greatest in home-design and
  Y3
 Ǉǈ

ǈǈǈǇǇǈ

ǈ

ǈ Ǉ  Ťň

 Y3  ǈ Ǉ 

ǈǈ 

chandeliers which are made of crystals. It’s the wildest
c  Y

SPOTLIGHT
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You can go from one passion to
another…The sky is the limit!
- Robert Matthew Van Winkle

How do you manage fear?
ǇǈYFor some people fear holds them
Ĝǈ  Ǉ    ǈ
ţ Yǈ ţǈǇ Ĝ
ǈ ǈţĜǈǇY It may be the unknown, but I
ǈ ǈǈǈ ǈį

Y$ǈ ǈ

gets the better of me sometimes. I want to learn, and I
always ask a lot of questions, I talk a lot and interact with


Y  ǈǈ 

 ǇĜ įǇ 

Ĝ Ǉ
 Ǉ ǈY

What would be your advice to entrepreneurs?
  Ǉ   Ĝ Ǉ

Y

thought I would make millions of dollars from real estate,
but it just goes to show you can go from one passion to
another. The sky is the limit. We’re all capable of doing
ǈĜǈįǇ 
  

ǈ ĜŤ 

ĜŤ  Ǉǈ     

accomplish your goals. It’s all about passion, energy and
ǈYįǈǇ

     

you are going.

DĩūàĩűĩŖúäőőĂäƈĩū͜HŉĆőÁěūÁűŉőĂäŅä͜
- Ĝǈį ǈǈǈ    ţY
0 ǇǈǇ  Ǉǈ ǈY3
ǈǈť ǈĜ   Ǉ 
  Ĝǈǈ

Ĝ ǈǈį

fresh. When writers are writing a book, they sometimes

passion. When you are interested and passionate about

The Relator 

something, stick with it and run with it and you’ll become

what they are doing, they are the communicator. They

better and better at it as you practice and that’s what I

   



ǈǇ ǈǇ

Y

ť  ǈ  

Tell us about a book that has impacted your life.
There is a book called The Platinum Rule by Michael
O’Connor and Tony Alessandra which taught me how to
ǈ ţǈǇY


ǈ ǈ ǈ

  ǇǇǈǈ

all walks of life.

The Thinker doesn’t say much, they are usually at the
back of the room and you are always wondering what
ţY1 ǈǈ Y

 Ǉ Ǉǈ  Ĝ 

 ǈǈ ǈ ǈǇǇĜǇ ǈ

 ǈ ǈǈǈYįǇǈ ǇY

ǇĜǇ ǈ ǇĜ ǈţǇ
 

Y1 ǈ 

 ǈ ǈĜǈ

ǈ Ǉǁ   

    

inspiration sometimes comes right away. Other times I

*ǈ  ǈ Y

Z1ǈĜ/ Ĝ0 ǈǈ 

lose sleep but that just goes to show how passionate I am.

The Director ǈ Ǉ  
  

Ĝį

 ń

Tell us about Dancing with the Stars.
Ǉ Ǉǈ ǈY  

The Socialiser is an outgoing person who walks into

((Ĝ0Ĝ. *

so much, it is a passion.  ǈ  





born with talent, but that talent comes from your

 Ĝ įǈ

  Ǉ    ǈ

Y1

they are thinking. They are great at technical or detailed

Y

    ǇĜǈǇ ǈ 

When I’m working on a construction project, I’ll go and

 ǈ   

Ǉ ǈ ǈ Ĝǈǁ 
 ŤǇǈY

Ĝ!  YThe great thing

 ǈǈ ǈ



they are dancing.*   Ǉ Ǉǈ 

SPOTLIGHT
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who are dancing for that reason. I got the chance to
do Dancing with the Stars and I learned lots of fancy
Ĝǈ ǈ 

ǇĜǈ ǈ

Ǉǈǈ      

Y  ń

They teach you all these things, they made you walk
   Ĝ į   
ground, and I thought, “no problem, I can do that”. But
then I couldn’t tie my shoes for a week, it hurt so bad.
+ǈǇǈ Y

What words of advice would you like to give our
readers?
Nothing can stop you, follow your dreams. Be happy,
smiles are contagious. Ŷ

“

“

I believe that you are
not born with talent,
but that talent
comes from your
passion. When you
are interested and
passionate about
something, stick
with it .

Dancing with the Stars
was the most amazing
experience. I love being
around people who are
dancing because they
are always happy .

- Robert Matthew Van Winkle

- Robert Matthew Van Winkle

% ǈǈĜĺĹňĺľǇǈ Ŧǈǈ 
adequate to understand the complex mental, physical,
ǈ Ǉ  ǈǈ  ǈ  

Integrative Medicine Practitioner Dr Stephanie Christner shares
advice and strategies on building an integrative healthcare
practice, who to partner with and what mistakes to avoid.

health and disease of my patients. With my background
ǈǇǈǇ ǈǈ Ǉ ǈ ǈ ǈ
medicine, I soon found myself being the psychiatrist and
.ǈǇ(. ǈ Ō.(.ōĜǈ ǈǈY
2   Ĝ      Ť
patients an hour so, instead of keeping up with the quota,

A

/

I chose to see only one patient an hour for the next two

!Y# "Y Ĝĳ1

years. !ǈĜ ǈ  ǈ ǈ

crisis that America faces today is the chronic

 Ǉ ǈ ǈǈ Ǉǈ

disease epidemic in America’s children”. The

.(.ĜǇ  ǈǈ   ǈ Ǉ  ǈY My

Children’s Health Defense Fund published a white paper

 Ǉǈǈ  ŦǈǇ ǈ Ǉ

with the following shocking facts: in 2011, 54 percent



of children had at least one of twenty chronic health

 ǇǈǇ  ǈ  ǈǈ Ĝ

  ǈǈ [ǈ ǈ ǈǈ ǈ

where their questions would be answered and their

Ǉ ǈǈǈǈ[ǈ ǈ2Y0YŁĿ 

  ǈǇ  Y

Ǉ ǈ  ǈ  ǈŤ ǈ ǈ
ǈ  ǈ[ a study conducted from 2001-

% Ĝǈ ǈǈ  ǈ 

been diagnosed with at least one mental, emotional and/
Ǉǈǈ 

 Ǉ ǈǈĜŤ 



   

ǈ %Ǉǈ ĺŁňĻĽŤ ǈ
2Y0YǇǈǈ  

ǈ ǈ  ǈ

 Ǉ ť Y3ǈǈ ǈǈ Ĝǈ 

ǈĜǇĜǈĜ

nurse practitioner to tag-team the primary care issues

eyesight problems, and/or mental illness¹.

for adults and children as I handled all psychiatry and

The health of the future generation

3ǈ  ǈ   ǈǁǇ ǈ

According to the National Vaccine Information Center,

 Ǉǈǈ   ǈ Ĝ    ǈ 

one in six children are learning disabled, one in nine

Ǉ  Ǉ  ǈ ǈ ǈǈĜǈ

ǇĜ ǈŤǁǈǇĜ  ǈ 
   ǈ Y& ǇĜ  
school-aged children diagnosed with mental illness was
ĻĹňĻŁ Ĝǈ ĻłňĽŁ   ǈǈ



ǇƑY1( *ǈ(  Ō(*(ō
ǈǈ  ǈ ǈ 

 ǈ  Ǉ  ǈ ǈY( ǈ

 Ǉ  ǇĜ  ǈ  Ǉǈ 
strategies to preempt symptom onset, recurrence and
 ǈ ņ     Ǉ
ǁ

Ǉ 

ǈ ǈ Ǉ ǈ 

ǈ ǈǈǈǇ Ǉ Ĝ
ǈǈ  ǈǇ

 ǈǈ

Ǉ ǈǈǈ ǈY

functional testing.
To cut a long story short, my payroll quickly skyrocketed
with a nurse practitioner, a registered nurse and three
ŦţY

 ǈ Ǉ Ǉ 

 Y   Ǉǈǈ   
Ǉ    ǈ ǈĜǈǈǈǈǈ
 ţ   ǈ Ĝ ǈǈĜ ǈĜ
 ǈǇǈǇ  

ǈǇ

   Ŧǈť Ĝ ǈ    ň Y
Ǉ Ĝǈņ2 Ĝ ńI strongly

disease runs a tab of $3.3 trillion annually and is the

Challenges of caring for patients

  ǈ ǈǇǈ  

As I was learning about the root of chronic disease, I was

ǇǈǈǇǈǈ   ĜŤǈ 

Is a new model possible?

 ǈ  ň ňǈǈǈǈ

practice mentor, be conscious of balancing home and

1 ǈ %Ǉǈ$ ǈ0Ǉ

  Ť ǈ  ǈYThe majority

  ĜĜǈǇ ǈ

    ĺĹĹY3ǈǈ

 Ǉ ǈǈ   ǈǈ  ǈ

patients.

increase in chronic disease and disability in children

  ǈǈ   ǈ ǈǈ 

  Ĝ ǈǈ  Ĝǈ    

the clinic and out of pocket expenses. Most felt frustrated

Creating a direct primary care model

ǈǈǈǇ ǇĜǈǈǈ 

with their insurance and lack of continuity between their

1 ǇǈǈǇǈ    ĜǇǈǇǈ

leading cause of mortality and morbidity in America.

system failed years ago.

ǈǇ  ǈ Y

What if healthcare providers

could shift the emphasis from

intervention to prevention, educate
on personalized symptoms and
disease susceptibility, intervene
at the onset of early symptoms,
as well as provide customized
strategies to preempt symptom

onset, recurrence and progression?
- Dr Stephanie Christner

Mistakes to avoid

ĻĹĹĽ    Ōĺļňĺłōǈ2Y0Y 
 ǈ  ǈ  [

  ǈ  ţ  ǈǈ

“
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Creating a support system of partners
ǈ ǈ ǈǈ ĜǇ 

  ǈ.$ǈY*$ǈ
)Ĝ ǈǈ ǈňǈǇ ǈǈĜ
ţ ǈ ǈǈ   ǈ 
to help incorporate functional medicine principles into
ǈ ǈ   Ǉ İ&ţ3įY
Dr Mitch can assist with integrating the most current
diagnostic and therapeutic modalities, from discounted
lab, trusted suppliers of nutraceuticals, hormones
and injectables to electronic medical records and
Ǉ ǈǈ  ǈ YLook for a wise mentor and learn
ǈ ĜǈǇ ǇǈǇY Do
 ǈ ǈţǈY%



generators one at a time.
Imagine, a New-Age American healthcare system where

“

ǈ  ǈǈ   ǈ
accepting disease and where physicians are teachers
 ǈ   ǈY.ǈǈ 
   ǈǇǈǈǇǈ  
 /Ĝ  ţǇň 

ǈǇĜ 

medication and discounted laboratory testing. By taking

Imagine, a New-Age American
healthcare system where patients
proactively seek wellness instead
of passively accepting disease
and where physicians are

out third-party payers, you can drastically decrease your
  ǈY

For psychiatrists, I would suggest following a direct
payment model with a fee schedule like the one used
*Y+ǈ*ǈ . ǈ.ǈY1
 ǈ  ǈǈ*.( ǈĜ
including but not limited to the American Academy of

teachers and healers instead of

.ǈ.ǈǈĜ%Ǉǈ( ǈǈ  .ǈ

paternalists

%Ǉǈ% Ǉ !Ǉǈ.ǈǈY

– Dr Stephanie Christner

/

.ǈǈĜ*ǈ.ǈǇ(( ǈǈ  
ǈǈ Ĝ

% ǈĻĹĺĽ$ǈǈǇ%Ǉǈ.ǈǈ% ǈǈ 
ǈ 

  ǈǈ ţǈǈǈ  
ǈ ǈǇ ǈǈÎǈǇ 

 ǈ   ǈZ! .(.Ĝ  *ǈ to range from $26-$48 billion annually”. Thus, I would
.ǈǇ(Ō*.(ōǇ

Ĝ ǈ Ǉ   ǈ  ǈ ǈǇ

retainer of $15-$100 a month and patient load is limited

 ǈ  

ǈ ǈ Ǉ  YTo start,

to 600-1,200 patients. With 600 patients, this puts your

 ǈ ǈǈ Ōǈ Ǉō 

base income at $108,000 to $600,000.

  ŦǇšǈY Do not
take on any machine leases until you are in the black.

1*.(Ǉ
 

 

 ň ǈǈ ǈ 

  ǈǈY1  ǈ ǈǈ 

Ǉ ǈ  Ťǈ 

patient care and miraculous health outcomes. To change
generations, we must start today. Families need and
Ǉ ǈ Ǉ ǈǈ Ǉ 
ǈ ǈ   ǈ 

ǈ

to the family unit one generation at a time. Ŷ

Partnering with revenue makers

ǈ ǈĳ

  

$ǈǈǇǈ ǈ Ǉ Ĝ   
ǈ įǈ Ŧ Y

“

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Stephanie Christner completed her Bachelor of
Science in Economics and her Bachelor of Business
% Ǉǈǈǈ 0 $

ǈ2ǈǈY

0ǈ *   &

ǈ

$ ǈǈ& Ǉ02ǈǈ(
for Health Sciences and went on to complete her
ǈǈ  ǈ ǈ2ǈǈ 
Oklahoma Department of Family Medicine and
.ǈY
She was awakened to the business and political
ǈ  ǈ Ǉ  Ǉǁ

The highest courage is to dare to

doing intense research as to the cause of her

be yourself in the face of adversity,

  ǈ Ǉǈ 

choosing right over wrong, ethics over

ǈ    Ǉ ǈǈ    

convenience, and truth over popularity…

six-month-old daughter’s sudden death. The
ǈǈǈ 

Y1ǈ 

ǈ Ǉǈ  ǈ     ǈ
ǈ ǈ ǈ ǈǈ   Ť 

These are the choices that measure your

ǈ ǈǈ Ǉ ǈ 

life. Travel the path of integrity without

metabolic (diabetes, heart disease, gastrointestinal

looking back for there is never a wrong
time to do the right thing.
- Michael Moore

ǈ 

resulting in a staggering increase in chronic
ǈ  ĜǈĜŤ  ǇǈĜ ǈǈōĜ
  ǈŌ ǈǇǇ ǈ  Ĝ 

Ǉ

ǈ  Ĝ%ǈǇįĜ.ǈ įō  ǈǈ
ǈŌ.10*Ĝǈǈ Ĝ  ǈ Ĝ ǈ
 ǈĜ    ōY

ĜǈĜ

crack the code of REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

Who is it for?
% ǈǈ   ǈ 

and EXOSOMES

 ǈŤ ǈ  

Ǉ  ǈ ǈĜǈň

 ǈǇ ǈǈņ*    
ţ  ǈ

ǈ  ǈ  ǈǈ ņ

These treatments are for those looking to attract more
or organs continue to deteriorate with age, and as
ǈ ǈǈĜ

ǈ  

W

/ǈǇ ǈǈǈǇ ǈ ǈ
of using cell therapies and their potential

to restore structure and function to damaged tissues
and organs in the body. Cellular medicine works by
harnessing the body’s innate ability to repair, regenerate
 ǈǈ   ǈǈ   Y
It stimulates gene expression, enhances cellular
Ǉ

ǈǇĜǈǇ   ǈǈǈ Ĝ ǈ

  ǈŤǈ ǈ ǈ ǈ  

Ǉ 01%-*&21ǈ   ǈĳ Ĳ
ǈǈ   ǈ [    

Neonatal exosomes promote cellular healing. Stem cell

clear message and better connect with their audience so

What is exosome therapy?

Ǉǈ  ǈ    ǈ 

 Ǉ ňǈǈǇǇǇY

Ǉ 

2ǈǇ ǈ  Ǉ   Ţ
exosome therapy?
Chiropractic is the largest complementary and
ǈǇ ǈǈ  ǈ ǈ2ǈ 0Ĝ
with approximately 70,000 members. Chiropractic is a
ň ǈ    ǈǇY
!Ǉ Ĝǈ ň   ǈ  ǈ
ǈ ǈ   ǈ 

chiropractic care.
There is growing recognition within the profession in
the treatment of lower back pain, neck pain, mid-back
pain, headaches, and extremity conditions. These painproducing conditions are debilitating. Cell therapies,
ǈ ǈǇǈǈ Ĝ   ǈ
 ǈ  ǈ ǈ Ō ǈōǈ 
   Ǉ ǈ Ǉ 
promising results.

What conditions can be helped by Exosome
Therapy?
  Ǉ ţ  Ǉǈǈ

   

Exosome therapy is the cutting-edge superstar of cellular

treating a number of health conditions including

medicine that is impressing doctors. Exosomes are the

neurological indications such as autism. Furthermore,

key cell-to-cell communication system, maintaining

  Ǉ ǈǈ Ǉ ǈ  ǈǈ 

ǈ  ǈ ǈ  ǈ

including:

regulation of these communication processes.

Ŝ$ ŉ" ǈĜ ǈĜǇĜ

Ĝ

ligaments, tendons
  Ǉ ǈ  ZǇ/-%ĜǇǈ 

ĳĲǈǈ  ţǈY5 

Ō-#ōǈ 1ň/ Ō ōĜǈǈ

of antioxidants’ response elements. These repairs
consequently lead to total-body wellness.

ǈǈ 

 Ǉ  ǈ  Y

ǈǇ  ǈ

hat is regenerative medicine?

ǈ ǈĳĲ[    

cells to those of a younger organism, exosomes from

ǈ   Ǉǈǈǈǈ

Dr Dalal Akoury offers insight into how
chiropractors can crack the code of
regenerative medicine by using exosomes as
part of a patient’s treatment. She discusses
guidelines on establishing a successful
regenerative clinic and including exosome
XLIVET]JSVXLIKVIEXIVFIRIƼXSJTEXMIRXW

ǈŤ    ǇĜ ǇǇ Ǉ 

Ŝ% ǈǇǇŉ0 Ō ōĜ/%Ĝ*Ǉ Ǉ ǈǈ

/-%Ĝ ǈĜǇ ǈ   ǈ  ǈňǈ

Ŝ-

Ǉ Y   Ĝ  Ǉǈǈ

%ǈǇĜ.ǈ Ĝ ǈ  ǈǈ

and proteins to other cells. As human cells, tissues and/

• Skin: burns, scars, ulcers

ǈŉ$ǈ 0 ǈĜ

Ǉǈ   ǈ   Y

“
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Chiropractic is the largest
complementary and alternative
medicine profession in
the United States, with
approximately 70,000
members.
- Dr Dalal Akoury
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How to establish a successful
regenerative medicine clinic:
• Choose the right supplier of exosomes:
.

 

  ǈ Ǉ ǈ ǈǈY



Cellular therapies require the careful preparation,

The correct source

ǈŢY

Nurses
-.ǈǈ 
.ǈǈ

manufacturing practice facilities with prerequisite

Not all stem cell treatments are created equal. Currently,

Ǉ  Ǉ ǈ  ǈĜ ǁ

safety practices in place, using the capacities and

ǇǇ     

  ǈ ǈǈ  

ǈ Ǉ   Ǉ ǈǈǈ

 ţǈY1ǈ Ǉǈ   

ǈǈ Ǉǈ ǈY(ǈǈ 

  ǈ  ǈY%  

  ǇYWhen there is no existing or

cell therapy clinical infrastructure with the requisite

ţǈǇ  ǈ   ǈǈ Ĝǈǈ

ǇǇ  Ť 

ǈǈŤĜǈ Ǉ ǈ ǈǈ

to understand why you may feel there is nothing to lose

  ǈǈ  ǈ ǈ Y

 Ǉǈ ǇǈĜǈǈǈį  Y



2 ĜǇ    ǇǇ
.

Personnel
ǈ  ţǈǈǈǈ 
 ǈǇ 


 

ǈ  (.Y. ǈ

ǈ ǈ ǈňǈ

ǈ Ĝ ǈ   ǈĜǈ ǈ
technique, focus on quality and consideration of the
importance of each product for the patient are key
  Y0ţǈ Ǉ ǈ ǈ
laboratory-based discipline, preferably with some
experience in clinical hematology and/or blood banking,
Ǉ ǈ   ǈǈ Y( ǈ
Ǉǈ  ǈǈ  ǈňǈ 
Ǉ ǈ ǈţĜǈǈ ǈ 
    ǈ Ĝ  ǈ  Ĝ
as well as statisticians and database managers who will
Ǉ ǈ ǈ  ǈǈǈ ň
term follow-up studies.

Testing of the product can be performed by the cell
 ǈţǈĜ ǈǇ Ǉ  
ţǈ  ǈ  ǈįǇǈ

ǈ  Ĝť 

cytometry and/or hematology laboratories that perform
 ǈY ǈĜţ  Ǉǈ
quality control testing must be trained in the unique
  ǈǇ

ţǈ Ǉ ǈ ǈǈĜ 

ǈ

 Ǉ ǈ Ǉ ǈǈ ǈǈ

 ǇǇǈǇǈǈŤ ǇǇǈĜ
  ǈ ǈ ǈǇ  
Ǉ  ǈǈ  Ǉǈǈ ǈ 
ǈ   ŦĜǈǈ ňǇ
follow-up is performed. This trend is not only costly to
ǈ ǈǈ ǈ  ǈĜ 
      Ǉǈǈ  ǈ
that are showing tangible signs of progress.
%Ť Ĝ 


ǈǈǇ

ǈǈ  ǈ Ō.(ō

products.
$  ǈ  ǈŉǈĜǇ   Ǉŉ

 ǈ  ǇǇ ťǈ ǈǇY
.

  ǈǈǈ ň -ĻŌňĺŀĿž(ō

ǈ ţǈ  ǈǈǇ ǈ 



ǈǈǇY+ ǈǈ ǈ
language. Ŷ

 Ť ǈZ
• Complications may create new short- and long-term
health problems, and/or may make your condition or
Ǉ  ǇǇ  ǈŦ ǇY
• /ǈ       ǈǇǇǇ
make you ineligible for future clinical trials or treatment
options.
• Out-of-pocket expenses could be enormous. In addition

 ǈ     ǈǈǈ 
Ŧ   ǈţǈ Ǉ

issues such as back and joint pain, controlling the

or other fees. In most cases, insurance companies and
 Ǉ  Ǉ

    

experimental treatments.
• ǈǈ  Ĝ

ǈǈ  ǈ ǈ Ĝ

including time away from friends and family.

 

ǇǈĜ ǈĜ  ǇǇĜ ǈ

+  ǈ ǈ     

care, and long-term monitoring.

experimental treatment, carefully assess the treatment

ǈ  ŦǈĜǈň

ŤY0ǈ  Ǉ      Ǉ 

quality network of clinical centers with the appropriate

ǇŉǇ  ǈ ǈǈ į

ǈ Y. ǈ ǈǈ   Ŧ

thought of.

)ǇŢ  ǆ ǇŢ
purposes in the body:
*ǈţ  Ǉ Ǉ Ǉ ǈţ 
ǈ 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
**% Ĝ$*Ĝǈ   %3%/ Ǉ 
  ǈ  ǈ%  
$ ǈǈǈY0ǈ

 ňǈŤ ǈǈň

ǈǈ  ǈǇ ǈǈĜ 
accumulated more than twenty years of experience
in emergency medicine and pediatrics. Dr Akoury
Ǉį ǈ  ǈ  
fellowships in pediatric hematology/oncology and

ǈ Ǉ     ǈŤ Y

  ǈţǈ YIt is therefore

unlikely that a single cell type can be used to treat a

 Ǉ ǈǇǈ ţ 
smoking. This lifetime of experience, along with
ǈǈǈǈĜǈ Ǉ ǈ Ĝ 
ǈǈ ǈ  ǈ ǈǈ Ĝ
prepared “Dr Dolly” to be in this place at this time.

multitude of unrelated diseasesǈ ǈ ǈţǈ

%

or organs.

32Ĝ*% ĳ$Ǉǈǈ ǈ ǈǈ

 

ǈ ǇĜ%3%/ Ǉ  

    ǈǈ Ĝ  

ǈ ǈ  Ǉ   
-160°C. Strict adherence to aseptic technique and

ǈ  

to treatment costs, there may be accommodation charges

ǈǇǇ ǈ

ǈǈ ǈǈ ǈǈ ǇǇ

 

ǈ ǈĜǈǈǈǈǇ

     ǈ  Ǉǈ 

you are considering. Weigh the risks and potential

Quality control

 

ǈ  ǇY$  ǈǈ 

• Choose the proper application that:
Creates your niche

    ǈţ 

Safety and regulations that patients need to be
aware of:

ǈ ǇY(   Ǉ ǈ

Suits your patients’ needs

Patient testimonials and other marketing
provided by clinics may be misleading
conducting responsible clinical trials and clinics

ǈǈ   ǈ ǈǈǈ

• (Ǉ ǈǇ   ǈ  ǈŢ

• ( 

WHAT PATIENTS
MUST LOOK OUT FOR?

    ǇǇ ťǈ Ĝǈ
ǈ ǈǈ ĜǇ ň  

+ ǈǈ ţǈǇǈǇ

allow this sparkle of wellness to shine through

originating from a part of your body unrelated to your

 įĜ  Ǉǈ ǈǈĜ

disease or condition.

and aligning body, mind, and spirit.”
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DUCKLING
STORY
Branding and Business Consultant Vaske
Krabbe takes inspiration and lessons from
nature on how we can look out for our
businesses and careers by employing the
skills of an experienced business coach
who can guide our journey to success.

“

57

A

BUSINESS & STRATEGY

T

his morning as I was walking, I noticed a family
 ŉǇ Ǉ   

ǈǁǈ

little ducklings. I had to stop and take a picture.

And then it hit me… If you are in business, no matter what
ǈ   ǈĜ ǈ     ń
5ĜǇǈ Ĝ  Ǉ Y

Who is looking out for you?
*   Ǉ ǈ ǈĳǇǈǈ Ǉ
what” by your side? Someone who has been there and
done that? Someone you can fully trust? Someone who
  ǈǈ  ņ3Ĝ ǈ  
to you what a business coach does.
+ǈ Ĝ

  ǈ ņ% ǈ 

ĵĜǇ ǈZ ǈǈ  ņ
1 ǈ  ǈ   ǁ
dangerous situations. Are you all by yourself out there?
What do you think the chances are for one of those little
ǈ    ǈǈ ǈ ņ

If you don’t hire a coach, you

0 ĜǇǈ   ǈZ5&2   ņ

ūĆěěƈĢàűĩŖŅŉäěùŉłäĢàĆĢú

3ŤĜ ǈ

at least 80% of your time on
tasks which are not your core
business.
- Vaska Krabbe
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Y3

ǈ 

Y3 ǈ  

  ĜĜ   ǈĜǈņ
2ǈ ǈǈ   Y

Why hire a coach?
!ǈĜǈ 

įǈ Ĝ ǈŤ  

spending at least 80% of your time on tasks which are not
your core business and, to be quite frank, that you are
 

Y1ǈ 

 Ĝ Ť į    
wanted.
Secondly, you need to be accountable. Accountability

Who is going to rescue you?

  ǈ   Ĝ    Ǉ

Why do we call the animal rescue team if we see a lost

making mistakes or repeating the same mistakes.

duckling, but assume we can do without a rescue of our

1ǈ Ĝ ǈ Ǉ Ǉ  ń5 ǈ


ǈĜ ǈǈ

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

friend… Who is going to rescue you then?

Vaska Krabbe is the CEO of a boutique branding
agency called Branding Brilliance, which

Ǉ  ǈǈǈ

that will exponentially propel your business.
.

own? It is just a matter of time before a car hits you my

 ǈǈǈǈ ĜǇǈ  

 ǈ ǈ ǈǇ ǈ  

   ǈ  Ǉ   Y 

ĵ

ǈ  Ť    

need a coach to help and guide you in your business

   ǈĜ  ǈ Ĝ  

 ǇǇǈǇ Ǉǈǈ ń1

ǈ  ǈǇ  ţǈ ň

į

 Y1   ǈǈǇ!ǈ ń

need to see a logo made by you, unless you are a graphic

you take action and protect yourself and your business

designer of course.

 Ǉ ǈ Y Ŷ



 

brand, go to www.BrandingBrilliance.com and
ǈY
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Economic
Economic
Gravity
Gravity

International business
expert
Marco
Robert
International
business
expert
Marco
Robert
tells us
sellsell
ourour
business
now!now!
tells
uswhy
whywe
weshould
should
business

W
W

hat interesting times we live in right now.
ǈǈǈǇǈǈǈ
Y

How
How can
can
wewe
make
make
sensesense
of it all?
of it all?

Every
morning,
I wake up with a ǈǈ
feeling of
Ǉ
ǈĜ


In
In the
themidst
midst
of these
of these
tempestuous
tempestuous
times are
times
millions
areofmillions of

gratitude in in
mymy
heart
for the
beautiful
life
gratitude
heart
for
the beautiful
life

hard-working
hard-working small
small
business
business
ownersowners
who are trying
who are
to trying to

that I get to live.
Although the
world is experiencing
the

ǈY%

 ǈ ǈǈ

Ǉ ǈY( Ǉǈǁǈ

turbulence
of populist
movements,
the division between



ǈǇ
ǇĜ
ǈǈǈ  

  Ĝ  Ť Ǉ ǈ

religious
and political
groups is 
theǈ
largest we have
ǈǈ
 ǈǈ

and
lastmonth’s
month’s
marketing
can’t guarantee
you
and last
marketing
tacticstactics
can’t guarantee
you

experienced in generations,
and the
disparity
between between
experienced
in generations,
and
the disparity

will
beable
able
bills
six months
will be
to to
paypay
youryour
bills six
months
from now,from
let now, let

classes is now wider
ever, it still is an extraordinary
ǈ
ǈ than
Ĝǈǈǈ
 ǈ
time to live
in.
ǈǇ
ǈǈY

The times
we we
live live
in in
The
times
Historians
Historians willwill
looklook
back at
back
this at
time
this
andtime
dissect
and
it with
dissect it with
minutiae.
minutiae. SoSo
many
many
intermingling
intermingling
socio-economic,
socio-economic,
political
political and
and
technological
technological
lines, crisscrossing
lines, crisscrossing
all at once.all at once.
-
Never before
 have

we been richer,
ǈĜį
yet we haven’t been

ǈ
this unhappy inǈǈ
generations. Never
Y-
have technologies
 ǈ
exploded
exploded soso
rapidly,
rapidly,
yet the
yet
same
thegenerational
same generational
issues, andissues, and
diseases
ǈǇǈ
remain uncured. Never
Y-
has the common man
ǇǇ Ǉ
had
had access
access
toto
so so
much
much
information,
information,
yet mostyet
choose
most
to choose to

 ǈĜ

 ǈǈ ŤǁY Ǉ
sense ofofit it
all?all?
sense
It seems like business
owners
have so many things
to keep
Ǉǈ
ǈ
Ǉǈ
 
track ofof
just
to keep
theirtheir
head out
of the
When
track
just
to keep
head
outwater.
of the
water. When
they come
and ask
for my advice,
business owners

Ǉ
Ǉmany
ǈĜǇ
ǈ 
are confused,
exhausted,
and they
have

overwhelmed,
Ĝ Ǉ
Ĝ
Ĝ
fear inin
their
eyes.
fear
their
eyes.
“What will
thethe
future
bring,bring,
Marco?”Marco?”
“What
will
future
“How cacan
n IIanticipate
thethe
nextnext
trendtrend
and adapt
it fast to it fast
“How
anticipate
andtoadapt
enough?”
enough?”

wallow
wallow inin
thethe
sensationalism
sensationalism
of the media
of therather
media
than
rather than

“How c can
an IIrun
a successful
business
and stilland
put still
enough
“How
run
a successful
business
put enough

ǈǈǈǈǈǇ
utilize their life in a more meaningful
Ǉǈ
way than the

aside for
mymy
retirement?”
aside
for
retirement?”

previous
ǈ ǈ
generations. Interesting
YǈǈǇĜǈ
times, indeed.
 Y

Those are
are some
of of
thethe
questions
they ask
me.ask me.
Those
some
questions
they

BABY
BOOMERS,
GET A NEW
PLAN

“Go back to the basics of business”
 ǈǈŤǈ  

ǈ

to go back to the basics of business:
1.+ǈǈǈǇ ŉ Ǉ Ǉǈ ň
numbing management theories by so-called experts
and stop trying to make sense of the marketing tricks
of the stage gurus and talking heads on social media.
1

į įǈ

ń

2.+ǈǈǈ ŉ  ǈ  
put their whims, egos, tastes, inclinations and emotions
ǈ Y+ǈǈǈ  

 ǈ  ǈ ń

leeches of social media. Focus on your business.

Your only social responsibility:
ǈ  ţ
Like the economist Milton Friedman stated in the 1970s,
“There is one and only one social responsibility of
ǈŉ ǈ  ǈǈǈǈ

1Ĝ ǈ   ǇǇǈ  ǈ  
the basics of management.

ǈ  ǈǈ  ŤYĲ  Ǉ 
Ǉ ǈǇňǈ  ǈĜį 
1įǈY.ǈ

5 Ĝ  ǈǈ ǈ Ĝ 
 ǈY+ 

Zǈ  ŤY

Y



ǈǈǁ

Let me tell you why I am writing this article. Because

and right, people ran successful businesses. Before there

Ǉ ǈ Y1  Ǉ  

was Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat

upswing for quite a few years but only a fraction of

and all the other social marketing platforms, people ran

economic growth has been fueled by an actual increase

successful businesses.

in production. 5ĜǇ  

ǈ  Ĝ

but most of the recent economic growth has been fueled

"Here’s my advice: if
you are a Baby Boomer,

– Marco Robert

out of your business soon.
Stop trying to grow your
business just a little more

3ǈ     Ǉǈǈţǈ

working.

upswing for quite a few years

61

better have a plan to get

on your own. It’s not

“

Before there was Facebook, Twitter,

people ran successful businesses.

back.

The economy has been on an

people ran successful businesses.

ĩŅƈùőääĢűäÁŅŉ͖űĩŖà

economy Ĝ Ǉ

ǈǈǈ ǈǈ ǈ

there was a political left and right,

the other social marketing platforms,

   ǈǈǈǈY!   ǈZ 
1 ţ 1, 

successful businesses. Before

to retire in the next ten

by debt. In short, we borrowed the money to grow our

business, and only your business, and you will succeed.

religious tensions, people ran

Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat and all
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an economic disaster.
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As Sir Isaac Newton famously stated, “What goes up,

actual increase in production.
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their unchanged businesses a little more before retiring.
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It’s not working. In fact, many are losing market share
because they can’t adopt new technologies fast enough.
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help you move your
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